Until now, recanalization treatment with using thrombolytics has been the only effective treatment for hyperacute ischemic stroke ([@B1], [@B2]). The procedure is usually done within three hours after the onset of symptoms for the intravenous method, and it\'s done within six hours for the intraarterial method. This quick intervention is based upon the hypothesis that there is a significant portion of tissue at risk of irreversible injury that could be recovered if swift reperfusion is within these time periods. The area that can be salvaged by timely reperfusion is referred to as the \"ischemic penumbra.\" The aim of radiological imaging before recanalization treatment is to identify those patients who can most benefit from the treatment and to exclude those patients who are at a large degree of risk with using recanalization treatment. When considering this aim, it\'s very crucial to clarify the extent of the salvageable tissue and the ischemic core as quickly and accurately as possible.

There have been many laboratory-based and clinical functional studies that have analyzed the hemodynamic and pathophysiologic responses of the brain to ischemia, including xenon-computed tomography (Xe-CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). However, applying those modalities in clinical environments is nearly impossible due to a variety of reasons. Although it has some limitations, MR is the most convenient and reliable modality that is capable of providing valuable information on the extent of ischemic injury and the perfusion status, together with supplying the morphological information. Advances in recent CT technology, such as multi-detector row CT (MDCT), has enabled physicians to identify the vascular and perfusion status within an amazingly short imaging time.

In this context, a thorough understanding of the recently expanded knowledge concerning the acute ischemic process is mandatory for the proper use of these modalities. The purposes of this essay are to thoroughly review the concept of the ischemic penumbra and to explore its imaging findings when using the different modalities.

Pathophysiology of Brain Ischemia and the Ischemic Penumbra
===========================================================

To better understand the ischemic penumbra, it is worthwhile to review the pathophysiologic mechanism of ischemic brain damage. Reviewing the \"four tissue compartments concept\" is a very good strategy for understanding the ischemic process ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The compartments can be distinguished by the various physiological imaging modalities during acute ischemic stroke: 1) the unaffected tissue; 2) the mildly hypoperfused tissue, but this is not usually at risk (the oligemic tissue); 3) the tissue at risk (the ischemic penumbra); and 4) the tissue already irreversibly damaged (the ischemic core) ([@B3]). We may have obtained the rough parameters of regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) by virtue of a variety of experiments ([@B3]-[@B9]).

The regional CBF of the unaffected normal brain tissue is about 50-60 ml/100g/min. This tissue compartment without any perfusion abnormality corresponds to Area 1 of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} ([@B10]). The first response of the brain tissue to the decrease of the cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) is to dilate the vessels in the involved territory. The regional cerebral blood volume (CBV) will increase via the increased vascular spaces to maintain the CBF. This mechanism is called \"autoregulation\" and this represents the \"hemodynamic reserve\" of the tissue. This autoregulatory function will remain intact if the decrease of CPP is in the range of 60-130 mmHg, which is within the range of the mean blood pressure. This tissue compartment that is under perfect autoregulation corresponds to Area 1\' of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Both Areas 1 and 1\' comprise the unaffected compartment that maintains an adequate level of CBF. Although it is not sufficient, this autoregulatory mechanism will continue throughout the ischemic process until the brain tissue is irreversibly damaged.

Below the threshold, the tissue area becomes \"oligemic,\" and this is characterized by decreased tissue perfusion without any functional or morphological impairment. This tissue shows moderately reduced CBF, an increased oxygen extraction fraction (OEF), and a normal cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO~2~). This benign oligemia tissue compartment corresponds to Area 2 of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. This mechanism of maintaining the CMRO~2~ by the augmentation of the OEF is referred to as the \"perfusion reserve.\" The brain tissue in this tissue compartment will maintain its function and cellular integrity, notwithstanding a significant decrease of the CPP owing to the compensatory mechanism. The oligemic tissue usually surrounds the ischemic core and the penumbra tissue, and it generally reveals a favorable tissue outcome even without prompt recanalization. This area is usually not a target for acute recanalization treatment ([@B6], [@B11]). The rough CBF threshold of oligemia and the ischemic penumbra is about 18-20 ml/100 g/min (about 30-40% of normal, the penumbral threshold).

If the CPP decreases further, an increase of the OEF is also insufficient to maintain the CMRO~2~ with the exhaustion of the perfusion reserve, and this results in metabolic impairment and neuronal shutdown. The imaging hallmark of this compartment is a mildly decreased CMRO~2~, while the OEF is markedly increased. This tissue compartment of an impending infarction, the ischemic penumbra, corresponds to Area 3 of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The tissue may maintain its cellular integrity even though it is already suffering from profound metabolic impairment. It may persist in this state until the CBF decreases below 10-12 ml/100 g/min (below 20% of normal, the infarction threshold). This area can also be found as late as 30-48 hours after the onset of symptoms ([@B12]). The definition and pathophysiologic characteristics of this compartment will be discussed in detail later in this section.

With the progression of perfusion failure, the penumbra zone eventually undergoes irreversible ischemic damage. This tissue can be characterized as an area of markedly decreased CMRO~2~. In this area, the values of the CBF, CBV and OEF can be variable ([@B6]). This tissue compartment of the ischemic core corresponds to Area 4 of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Although the perfusion thresholds have been quickly summarized here in a very simple manner, one should keep in mind that we have presented only rough values and the real values cannot be easily obtained from any single physiological or hemodynamic imaging modality. All of these phenomena constitute a dynamic ongoing process that shows a variety of changes according to the duration and the severity of the hypoperfusion. The tissue\'s tolerance to ischemic damage is also dependent on the residual flow and the duration of the flow disturbance ([@B7]).

Etymologically, the term \'penumbra\' originates from Latin: paeane (almost) + umbra (shadow), meaning a gray zone between the complete shadow (i.e., the ischemic core) and the complete illumination (i.e., the normal or benign oligemia) that can be seen during a partial solar eclipse. In 1981, Astrup et al. ([@B4]) first coined the term \"ischemic penumbra\" to represent a certain area of brain tissue that is perfused at a level between the thresholds of functional impairment and morphologic integrity, and this area has the capacity to recover if perfusion is restored in a timely fashion. In other words, if the tissue is not reperfused, it will undergo irreversible changes over time. In that sense, \"ischemic penumbra\" and \"tissue at risk\" are interchangeable terms.

The major concern during the initial hemodynamic evaluation of the acute ischemic patient is the viability of the penumbra zone. The degree of perfusion abnormality and the duration of the ischemia should be considered when predicting the fate of the total lesion. However, in clinical settings, predicting the viability of the penumbra zone is a complex task. Warach proposed \"The 4-factor model\" for this purpose ([@B13]). The model consisted of a time factor, a hemodynamic factor, a tissue factor and an intervention factor. There is no absolute viability threshold that is independent of time, and there is no absolute time window for the tissue viability.

Conventional CT
===============

Conventional non-enhanced CT has played a major role in the imaging of acute stroke due to its wide availability, its simplicity and its ability to provide strong clinical evidence ([@B14]). Early CT hypodensity that is noted within six hours of symptom onset is tissue that is doomed to irreversible infarction. Furthermore, the conventional CT alone cannot distinguish what tissue is at risk ([@B15]). The major role of this unenhanced CT in the acute setting is to exclude the hemorrhagic lesions and major infarctions.

Multidetector CT
================

Things have changed with the advent of CT perfusion (CTP) and CT angiography (CTA), and both of these imagings can easily be acquired using novel MDCT techniques. CT angiography is a very good tool to evaluate the vascular status of the neck and the intracranial vessels. If one recognizes the potential pitfalls of this technique, such as problems with the skull base or the densely calcified plaque, it can be very useful for performing a rapid evaluation.

With the current CTP method, the dynamic perfusion status of the brain can be evaluated in a 0.5 sec time resolution and it can cover with a 20-30 mm slice thickness at a time. We can get each time-density curve on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Using these curves, several parameter maps can be reproduced, such as the time-to-peak (TTP) map, the mean transit time (MTT) map, the CBF map and the CBV map. It is believed that CTP is capable of providing quantitative data on both the CBF and the CBV, unlike the current MR perfusion techniques ([@B16]). However, any absolute values are still unreliable due to various reasons. Although it has been mentioned that the severity of the ischemic process can not be judged by the perfusion parameters alone, it would be quite helpful to have some simplified perfusion values for interpretation with using the rough CBF threshold values that are given above. Again, we should keep in mind that there is an obvious gray zone between the tissue at risk and the tissue with irreversible injury.

Several studies have reported that the sensitivity of color-displayed perfusion maps for the territorial ischemia was over 90% ([@B14], [@B17]). We can easily obtain information regarding the extent of the perfusion abnormality and the relative value of the parameters with these maps. Among them, the time parameters on the maps such as TTP and MTT maps are very sensitive to the hemodynamic abnormality. Both the CBF and CBV maps are helpful to predict the outcome of an ischemic lesion ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We can roughly assume that a brain area without any density change on non-enhanced CT is tissue at risk when both the CBF and CBV are decreased. A good tissue outcome is predictable if a tissue area reveals a normal or elevated CBV, even though the time and CBF maps show abnormality. On the contrary, if both the CBF and CBV are severely reduced or not measurable, the tissue area is usually irreversibly injured. A study recently evaluated value thresholds ([@B18], [@B19]), in which a relative CBF value of 66% was used as a threshold of normal autoregulation. If the value of a lesion is lower than that, then it is ischemic. A CBV threshold of 2.5 ml/100g was then applied to discriminate between the ischemic core and the penumbra.

Conventional MR
===============

Conventional MR imaging is quite insensitive to the early ischemic change ([@B20]). It is nearly impossible to see any change on the T1- or T2-weighted images (WI) within several hours after symptom onset. In the earlier periods of MR research, there were reports on the superiority of MR over CT within 24 hours of symptom onset ([@B21]). However, MR appeared to be less sensitive than non-enhanced CT when it comes to lesions that are still within six hours of symptom onset ([@B16]).

There have been recent reports regarding the usefulness of fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images during the acute phase of infarction ([@B22], [@B23]). By eliminating the cerebrospinal fluid signal surrounding the ischemic cortices, the FLAIR images are more sensitive to ischemic change than any of the other conventional pulse sequences. Furthermore, the collateral cortical flow may be seen as high signal vascular structures due to slow flow enhancement ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A recent study has reported that the ischemic penumbra could be visualized as the area of intravascular signal surrounding the high signal lesion on the diffusion weighted image (DWI) ([@B23]).

Diffusion Weighted Imaging
==========================

In the animal stroke models, the DWI changes were noted within a few minutes after arterial occlusion. The flow threshold for the significant decrease of the relative apparent diffusion coefficient (rADC; 0.5-0.8) is within the 15-20 ml/100 g/min range ([@B24]). The degree of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) reduction depends on both the anatomic location and the duration of ischemia. It was believed that once the DWI or ADC lesions appeared, especially in humans, infarction almost always occured in the involved tissue ([@B25]). However, there have been several clinical reports regarding the reversibility of DWI lesions and this reversibility has also been well demonstrated in the animal models ([@B26]-[@B28]).

Although the reversibility of the DWI lesion is rather limited, some portion of the lesion can be reversed by reperfusion ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Fiehler et al. have recently suggested that severe decreases of the ADC values do not always predict irreversible tissue damage ([@B29], [@B30]). They concluded by stating that the severity and duration of the ischemia were more important factors than the absolute value of the ADC for the normalization of this value by the reperfusion. In addition to that, they observed a 19.7% frequency of normalization by their own definition. They believed that there were some portions of \"tissue at risk\" even within the brain tissue having an initially decreased ADC value. They suggested the possibility of widening the MR indications for thrombolytic treatment to include those patients without a diffusion-perfusion mismatch if the patient presented within three hours of the symptom onset.

Perfusion Weighted Imaging
==========================

At the present, the dynamic susceptibility-weighted perfusion imaging using gadolinium contrast media is the standard technique for MR perfusion study. The basic technical aspects of perfusion-weighted image (PWI) are given in a previous review ([@B31]). When the ischemia occurs, there is less signal loss and/or delayed time to the peak signals with this technique in the affected territory ([@B32]).

The CBV, as measured by both PET and MR, is widely known to be relatively nonspecific. The cortex in an occluded arterial territory may have a increased CBV that is initially due to the compensatory vasodilatation that occurs until the collateral circulation becomes insufficient ([@B33]). Other parameters can be used ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B34]). Butcher et al. ([@B35]) have identified the threshold values of the perfusion parameters. They found that the average delay in the MTT was 8.3 seconds in the infarcted tissue and 6.5 seconds in the salvaged tissue; the acute CBF was 10% lower in the infarcted (56%) regions relative to the salvaged (66%) regions, and the acute CBV was increased in all affected hemispheres without there being any differences between the infarcted and salvaged regions. There have been several other similar studies on the perfusion parameter thresholds, but the results have been inconsistent, mainly because it is very difficult to control the reperfusion and time factors. As a practical matter, we do not recommend strict application of the threshold values at this time. Most centers generally use a qualitative analysis of the most sensitive time map to evaluate the extent of the perfusion abnormality, while other parameter maps are being used as ancillary information for predicting the fate of the hypoperfused area ([@B36]).

Diffusion Weighted Imaging-Perfusion Weighted Imaging Mismatch
==============================================================

To simplify the MR definition of the penumbra, which has been previously defined as the mismatch between the diffusion and perfusion abnormalities ([@B37]), we will consider the DWI and PWI together. A significant mismatch has been operationally defined as \"at least a 20% discrepancy between the smaller DWI lesion and the larger PWI lesion in their volume\" ([@B9]). This study suggests that enlargement of the area of infarction was likely to occur if the area of perfusion deficit was larger than the area of the initial diffusion abnormality, and this mismatch may represent the ischemic penumbra ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B37]). As mentioned in our previous section, the sensitive time maps such as the MTT or TTP are usually preferred to estimate the area of the perfusion abnormality.

It has recently been suggested that the mismatch probably overestimates the penumbra ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B34]). Comparison of perfusion parameters to the contralateral hemisphere is, perhaps, the easiest way to interpret the perfusion parameters, yet it remains debatable as to what extent these methods may allow the distinction between reversible and irreversible ischemia ([@B38]).

MR Spectroscopy
===============

Proton MR spectroscopy (MRS) can measure several brain metabolites ([@B39]), including *N*-acetylaspartate (NAA) and lactate, and these are important metabolites during ischemic stroke ([@B40], [@B41]). *N*-acetylaspartate is a neuronal marker that decreases steadily to 50% of the baseline value six hours after symptom onset. Lactate is a product of anaerobic glycolysis and it rises once the CBF decreases below 20 ml/100 g/min, which is the threshold at which electrical activity ceases; this occurs within 10 minutes. By combining these findings, the tissue at-risk can be defined as an area with an elevation of lactate without any significant decrease for the NAA ([@B42]). Chemical shift imaging (CSI) was recently developed to provide distribution maps of the specific metabolites. This enabled us to spatially compare a DWI lesion with the distribution of the specific metabolites ([@B43]).

Other Emerging MR Techniques
============================

Newer MR techniques has recently been developed and tried out. It is a well-known fact that hypoperfusion can cause the reduction of the T2 signals due to the increases in the deoxyhemoglobin concentration that are undetectable with conventional MR magnets. Such detection becomes possible with the advent of more powerful magnetic field machines ([@B31]). Grohn et al. have described three types of regions at risk of infarction using the 9.4T machines: 1) areas with a reduced T2 value and a normal ADC value, corresponding to hypoperfusion without ischemia; 2) areas with both reduced T2 and ADC values, corresponding to early hypoperfusion with ischemia; and 3) areas with increased T2 and reduced ADC values, corresponding to irreversible ischemia ([@B44]).

Experimental data suggest that endogenous blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast analysis may improve the assessment of tissue viability ([@B45]). The ratio of oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoglobin, as measured by MR in the capillary and venous compartments, reflects the OEF ([@B46]) and CMRO~2~ ([@B47]). A decreased signal intensity on the gradient-recalled echo-planar T2\*-weighted MR was noted shortly after the vascular occlusion. In a rat model, the area of susceptibility-related signal intensity extended beyond that of the decreased diffusion ([@B48]). The OEF-related signal changes were detected in the early minutes of ischemia and during moderate hypoperfusion in the penumbra-like tissue ([@B45]).

Positron Emission Tomography
============================

As mentioned previously, PET is a very useful tool for evaluating the perfusion status of specific brain tissue, including the hemodynamic and perfusion reserves ([@B3], [@B6], [@B7], [@B49], [@B50]). Without PET, we would not have had all of the available ideas and information being reviewed in this report. However, applying PET in actual clinical situations is quite challenging due to several inherent limitations of this modality, including the availability, logistics and complexity of the technique. The standard PET technique for brain ischemia is to use ^15^O as a radiotracer. This provides quantitative values on the perfusion (CBF) and oxygen consumption (CMRO~2~), along with information on the OEF and CBV.

The concept of \"misery perfusion\" is peculiar to PET: this is a possible PET equivalent of the functional ischemia/penumbra that is characterized by a reduced CBF and a preserved CMRO~2~, which fits the concept of the penumbra. The hallmark of this condition is an increased OEF ranging from the normal value (0.3-0.4) to the theoretical maximum (1.0) ([@B51]). The extent of the penumbra depends on the time of the measurement relative to the onset of ischemia. In most cases, the volume of the penumbra characterized by misery perfusion is usually quite extensive within the first hour of symptom onset, and the extent of the penumbra will gradually decrease with the passage of time. However, the penumbra can be seen 16 hours ([@B52]), and even up to 48 hours, after the onset of symptoms ([@B53]).

There have been some new trials applying various radiotracers other than the ^15^O tracers. One of these is ^11^C-flumazenil that selectively binds to the benzodiazepine site on the γ-amino-butyric acid (GABA) receptor. One study showed that ^11^C-flumazenil PET successfully distinguished irreversible damage from the penumbral tissue early after ischemic stroke ([@B54]). There are some other markers of tissue hypoxia such as the nitroimidazole derivative misonidazole. PET with ^18^fluoro-misonidazole (^18^F-MISO) revealed an increased uptake surrounding a zone of absent activity, which disappeared during the chronic phase, and this might serve as an alternative method for identifying the penumbra ([@B55]). The study also found that 30% of the penumbral tissue was present even after approximately 20 hours of onset. A limitation of this method\'s application to acute stroke is the delay between tracer injection and the imaging that usually takes more than two hours ([@B55]).

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
==========================================

^99m^Technetium (Tc)-hexamethylpropylene-amino-oxime (HMPAO) has been the most frequently used tracer for those cerebral perfusion studies that have used SPECT, and it is now being replaced by ^99m^Tc-ethyl-cysteinate-dimer (ECD) because the latter has the additional ability of reflecting the tissue metabolic status. SPECT can demonstrate the location, size and extent of the CBF abnormality immediately after the onset of ischemia; however, the detection of the penumbra is difficult because the obtained CBF values are relative perfusion measures. Despite this limitation, many studies have been performed to obtain the hemodynamic threshold values and they have presented various findings ([@B7]). As a result, the tissues with a tracer uptake between 40-70% of the contralateral areas during the first 3-6 hours after stroke onset can be considered as the ischemic penumbra ([@B7]).

Conclusion
==========

The concept of the ischemic penumbra lies in the heart of the ischemic process. Because it is the target of our therapeutic efforts, it is crucial to have a thorough knowledge of the ischemic penumbra, not only to properly understand the cerebral ischemic process, but also for interpreting and applying the findings from diverse imaging studies. Without PET, although its clinical application is limited, it was previously impossible for us to gain such valuable knowledge. When considering the medical adage, \"Time is brain,\" the ability to swiftly and easily image the hyperacute ischemic stroke patient is an essential virtue of a technique, which can be multi-modal MR imaging or MDCT, although both these methods still have some limitations in revealing the penumbra. More research is mandatory to resolve these problems.
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![A schema of the concentric, four-compartment, brain ischemia model. The brain parenchyma affected by hypoperfusion can be compartmentalized by using various physiologic imaging modalities. The ischemic core (4) represents a tissue compartment that is irreversibly damaged or infracted, and it is surrounded, to a various extent, by the ischemic penumbra (3) that is at risk of infarction. Between the unaffected area (1) and the ischemic penumbra, there is an area of benign oligemia (2) that usually survives the ischemic insult, even without prompt reperfusion. The extent of each compartment changes with the passage of time after the initiation of hypoperfusion.](kjr-6-64-g001){#F1}

![Schematic graphs representing the dynamic change of the various hemodynamic or metabolic parameters during the ischemic process of the brain. Each *y* axis represents the level of those parameters. The *x* axis is divided into four areas, 1-4, according to the four-compartment concept. Area 1 is the unaffected area (1\' is autoregulated), Area 2 is the benign oligemia, Area 3 is the ischemic penumbra and Area 4 is the ischemic core. Rough thresholds are presented at the left side of each graph to help understand those parameters. The reader should refer to the text for the detailed thresholds. If the values are variable, then thick, dotted curves are used. CPP = cerebral perfusion pressure; CBV = cerebral blood volume; CBF = cerebral blood flow; MTT = mean transit time; OEF = oxygen extraction fraction; and CMRO~2~ = cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen.](kjr-6-64-g002){#F2}

![The initial non-enhanced CT (**A**), the CT angiography (**B**), and the CT perfusion maps (**C**-**E**) were obtained about one hour after symptom onset in a 63-year-old female patient who presented with right side weakness. Her initial national institutes of health stroke scale score was eight. There is no definable early CT sign on the initial CT scan (**A**) although a long segment occlusion of the left distal middle cerebral trunk is noted on the slap maximal intensity projection image of CT angiography (**B**). A large perfusion defect is found in the entire left middle cerebral trunk territory on the mean transit time (**C**), CBV (**D**), and CBF (**E**) maps. On the follow-up CT (**F**) obtained about 24 hours after the initial imaging, an obvious low density infarction is noted at the area of the initial perfusion abnormality.](kjr-6-64-g003){#F3}

![The fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image (**A**) and its corresponding DWI with a b-factor of 1000 sec/mm^2^ (**B**) that were obtained during the acute phase. We can assume the diffusion weighted image high signal lesion is the core of the ischemia, and the surrounding parenchyma encompassed with the intravascular high signals (arrows) related with the slow flow is the hypoperfused area. Although the area may contain the ischemic penumbra and the benign oligemia, this area can be the target of prompt recanalization treatment.](kjr-6-64-g004){#F4}

![The diffusion weighted image (**A**) and apparent diffusion coefficient map (**B**) obtained 2 hours after symptom onset in a 70-year-old female who presented with aphasia and right-side weakness. The relative apparent diffusion coefficient of the lesion was about 0.8. She responded to the intravenous thrombolytic treatment that was initiated immediately after MR imaging. The follow-up diffusion weighted image (**C**) and T2-weighted images (**D**) show the decrease extent of the initial diffusion weighted image lesion. The difference in the extent of the high signal lesion between the initial diffusion weighted image and the follow-up T2-weighted image can be interpreted and treated as the ischemic penumbra, which would progress to infarction if we failed to perform timely recanalization.](kjr-6-64-g005){#F5}

![The MR perfusion maps obtained three hours after symptom onset in a 72-year-old female with global aphasia and right-side weakness. The mean transit time map (**A**) is regarded as the most sensitive map for perfusion abnormalities while the other maps, such as the cerebral blood volume map (**B**) and the cerebral blood flow map (**C**), provide other ancillary information. Area 1 represents normal perfusion status and it has no risk of infarction. Area 2 shows the marked prolongation of the mean transit time with the concomitant decrease of both the cerebral blood volume and cerebral blood flow. This area usually has no chance to survive from infarction. This area eventually showed hemorrhagic infarction on the follow-up gradient echo image (**D**). Area 3 of moderately prolonged mean transit time shows a slightly increased cerebral blood volume value to maintain the cerebral blood flow. This area often has a benign course and it is salvageable via recanalization treatment.](kjr-6-64-g006){#F6}

![The diffusion-weighted maps (**A**) and mean transit time map (**B**) of a 59-year-old male presenting with left-side weakness two hours prior to imaging. The area of perfusion abnormality is much larger than the area of the high signal lesion on the diffusion weighted image. The mismatched area can be operationally regarded as the ischemic penumbra. Intravenous thrombolytic treatment was initiated after the imaging. A follow-up T2-weighted image (**C**) obtained five days later shows mild progression of the lesion, but there is sparing of most of the initial penumbra zone.](kjr-6-64-g007){#F7}

![A modified diagram of the concentric, four-compartment brain ischemia model. The diffusion weighted image lesion extent (orange) is usually larger than that of the ischemic core (red). The perfusion weiguted image lesion extent (light blue) is usually larger than that of the ischemic penumbra (blue).](kjr-6-64-g008){#F8}
